At Point William, the homes are built for generations
This is the lake experience you’ve been waiting for
Nestled in a grove of hardwoods and rock outcroppings
on Smith Lake, the homes of Point William cultivate a
sense of permanence and a strong connection to the land.
We are building homes of architectural integrity with
sweeping, panoramic lake views—yet ease of access to
the water. At Point William, we are creating a sustainable
future influenced by a timeless aesthetic.
Convenient to major metropolitan areas in North and
Central Alabama, Point William is a lake destination
waiting to be discovered. Walking trails, a community
swimming pool, private docks and generous lot
sizes connect residents to the magnificent environs.
Architectural and environmental standards enhance a
collective sense of community.

Situated amongst 22 acres on a spectacular peninsula, the
classically designed homes by the nationally recognized
firm Shepard and Davis Architecture are inspired by the
pristine lake setting. The limited number of homes here
take advantage of all that Smith Lake has to offer. Point
William’s plan is perfectly suited to the surroundings; our
purpose is to preserve the natural splendor.

Find your home at Point William
(256) 747-1510
pointwilliam.com
Like us on Facebook
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Starting at $399,000
View and download plans and directions at
pointwilliam.com. For additional information
or to schedule a tour of the site, please call
(256) 747-1510
Need not be built. Not to scale.

From Birmingham

From Huntsville

1. Take I-65 North to Exit 299 (Dodge City) and turn left

1. Take I-65 South to Exit 304 (AL-69 / Good Hope) and

on AL-69.

turn left on AL-69.

2. Go 7.4 miles and turn right on County Road 222.

2. Go 1.4 miles and turn left on County Road 222.

3. Go 10.6 miles and turn left on County Road 933.

3. Go 17.8 miles and turn right on County Road 933.

4. Go Approximately 1 mile and turn right onto

4. Go Approximately 1 mile and turn right onto

Point William Trail.
5. Travel approximately .75 mile down Point William Trail
and you have arrived at Point William.

Point William Trail.
5. Travel approximately .75 mile down Point William Trail
and you have arrived at Point William.
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